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Art History, After Sherrie
Levine - Howard Singerman
2012
For this in-depth examination
of artist Sherrie Levine,
Howard Singerman surveys a
broad range of sources to
assess an artist whose work
was understood from the outset

to oppose the values of the art
world in the 1980s but who, by
the end of the decade, was
exhibiting in some of the most
successful commercial galleries
in New York.
Sherrie Levine - Howard
Singerman 2018-09-04
Texts—including essays,
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reviews, and statements by the
artist—on the work of Sherrie
Levine. The artist Sherrie
Levine (b. 1947) is best known
for her appropriations of work
by other artists—most famously
for her rephotographs of
canonical images by Edward
Weston, Eliot Porter, and other
masters of modern
photography. Since those
works of the early 1980s, she
has continued to work on and
“after” artists whose names
have come to define
modernism, making sculpture
after Brancusi and Duchamp,
paintings after Malevich and
Blinky Palermo, watercolors
after Matisse and Miro,
photographs after Monet and
Cezanne as well as Alfred
Stieglitz. Throughout, Levine's
practice effectively
uncompleted, decentered, and
extended works of art that
were once singular and
finished, posing critical
rebuttals to some of the basic
assumptions of modernist
aesthetics. Her work was
central to the theorization of
postmodernism in the visual
arts—most notably as it

emerged in the pages of
October magazine. It
challenged authorial
sovereignty and aesthetic
autonomy and invited readings
that opened onto gender,
history, and the economic and
discursive processes of the art
world. This collection gathers
writings on Levine from art
magazines, exhibition catalogs,
and academic journals,
spanning much of her career.
The volume begins with texts
by Douglas Crimp, Rosalind
Krauss, and Craig Owens that
situate Levine in postmodernist
discourse and link her early
work to October. The essays
that follow draw on these first
critical forays and complicate
them, at once deepening and
resisting them, as Levine's own
work has done. All the essays
attempt to understand the
relationship between Levine
and the artists she cites and
the objects that she recasts. In
these pages, Levine's oddly
doubled works appear as
chimeras, taxidermy, fandom,
pratfalls, even Poussin's Blind
Orion. Contributors Michel
Assenmaker, Douglas Crimp,
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Erich Franz, Catherine
Ingraham, David Joselit, Susan
Kandel, Rosalind Krauss, Sylvia
Lavin, Sherrie Levine, Maria
Loh, Stephen Melville, Craig
Owens, Howard Singerman
Perception and Agency in
Shared Spaces of
Contemporary Art - Cristina
Albu 2017-12-15
This book examines the
interconnections between art,
phenomenology, and cognitive
studies. Contributors question
the binary oppositions
generally drawn between
visuality and agency, sensing
and thinking, phenomenal art
and politics, phenomenology
and structuralism, and
subjective involvement and
social belonging. Instead, they
foreground the many ways that
artists ask us to consider how
we sense, think, and act in
relation to a work of art.
Art as Social Action - Gregory
Sholette 2018-05-01
"Art as Social Action . . . is an
essential guide to deepening
social art practices and
teaching them to students."
—Laura Raicovich, president
and executive director, Queens

Museum Art as Social Action is
both a general introduction to
and an illustrated, practical
textbook for the field of social
practice, an art medium that
has been gaining popularity in
the public sphere. With content
arranged thematically around
such topics as direct action,
alternative organizing, urban
imaginaries, anti-bias work,
and collective learning, among
others, Art as Social Action is a
comprehensive manual for
teachers about how to teach
art as social practice. Along
with a series of introductions
by leading social practice
artists in the field, valuable
lesson plans offer examples of
pedagogical projects for
instructors at both college and
high school levels with
contributions written by
prominent social practice
artists, teachers, and thinkers,
including: Mary Jane Jacob
Maureen Connor Brian Rosa
Pablo Helguera Jen de los
Reyes Jeanne van Heeswick
Jaishri Abichandani Loraine
Leeson Ala Plastica Daniel
Tucker Fiona Whelan Bo Zheng
Dipti Desai Noah Fischer
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Lesson plans also reflect the
ongoing pedagogical and art
action work of Social Practice
Queens (SPQ), a unique
partnership between Queens
College CUNY and the Queens
Museum.
Art History and Visual Studies
in Europe - Matthew Rampley
2012-06-22
This book undertakes a critical
survey of art history across
Europe, examining the recent
conceptual and methodological
concerns informing the
discipline as well as the
political, social and ideological
factors that have shaped its
development in specific
national contexts.
Work Ethic - Helen Anne
Molesworth 2003
Examines the proliferation of
new ways of making "art" in
the 1960s by focusing on the
changed organization of work
in society at the time. Copublished with The Baltimore
Museum of Art in conjunction
with an exhibition of the same
name.
A Critical Dictionary of
English Literature and
British and American

Authors - Samuel Austin
Allibone 1872
Re-imagining the Art School
- Neil Mulholland 2019-08-22
This book proposes ‘paragogic’
methods to re-imagine the art
academy. While art schooling
was revolutionised in the early
20th century by the Bauhaus,
the author argues that many
art schools are unwittingly
recycling the same modernist
pedagogical fashions.
Stagnating in such traditions,
today’s art schools are blind to
recent advances in the
scholarship of teaching and
learning. As discipline-based
education research in art
eternally battles the perceived
threat of epistemicide,
transformative educational
practices are rapidly
overcoming the perennialism of
the art school. The author
develops critical case studies of
open source and peer-to-peer
methods for re-imagining the
art academy (para-academia)
and andragogy (paragogy).
This innovative book will be of
interest and value to students
and scholars of the art school,
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as well as how the art academy
can be reimagined and rebuilt.
State of Mind - Constance
Lewallen 2011-10-31
"There is not a trace of the
provincial nor the apologetic in
the tone of the State of Mind
texts. Rather there is a justified
claim for the sophisticated
originality of this Californian
art—sophisticated because the
authors have convincingly
argued that the artists, for the
most part, had many conscious
connections and familiarity
with art from the rest of the
country and Europe, yet were
driven by a desire to be
independent and different."
—Moira Roth, editor and
contributor, The Amazing
Decade: Women and
Performance Art in America
1970-1980 "State of Mind: New
California Art circa 1970 is an
essential overview of the rich
and complex moment when
California assumed its role as a
leading center for the making
and exhibition of the kind of
adventurous and progressive
art that immediately fascinated
the world, and over the years
has come to define a

generation and a region. An
unmatched source of hard-tofind primary images combined
with thought-provoking critical
essays, this book can easily
function as a standard text on
this subject.” —David Ross,
former director of SFMOMA
and the Whitney Museum of
American Art, and currently
Chairman of the MFA program
in Art Practice at The School of
Visual Arts
Visual Culture - Margarita
Dikovitskaya 2005
Drawing on interviews,
responses to questionnaires,
and oral histories by U.S.
Handbook of Research and
Policy in Art Education - Elliot
W. Eisner 2004-04-12
This work provides an overview
of the progress that has
characterized the field of
research and policy in art
education. It profiles and
integrates history, policy,
learning, curriculum and
instruction, assessment, and
competing perspectives.
New Art Examiner - 1999
The independent voice of the
visual arts.
The Perpetual Guest - Barry
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Schwabsky 2016-03-01
Leading art critic explores the
connections between art’s past
and present Contemporary art
sometimes pretends to have
made a clean break with
history. In The Perpetual
Guest, poet and critic Barry
Schwabsky demonstrates that
any robust understanding of
art’s present must also account
for the ongoing life and
changing fortunes of its past.
Surveying the art world of
recent decades, Schwabsky
attends not only to its most
significant newer
faces—among them, Kara
Walker, Thomas Hirschhorn, Ai
Weiwei, Chris Ofili, and Lorna
Simpson—but their forebears
as well, both near (Jeff Wall,
Nancy Spero, Dan Graham,
Cindy Sherman) and more
distant (Velázquez, Manet,
Matisse, and the portraitists of
the Renaissance). Schwabsky’s
rich and subtle contributions
illuminate art’s present
moment in all its complexity:
shot through with
determinations produced by
centuries of interwoven
traditions, but no less open-

ended for it.
Conservation of Easel
Paintings - Joyce Hill Stoner
2013-02-15
Conservation of Easel Paintings
is the first comprehensive text
on the history, philosophy, and
methods of treatment of easel
paintings that combines both
theory with practice. With
contributions from an
international group of experts
and interviews with important
artists, this volume provides an
all-encompassing guide to
necessary background
knowledge in technical art
history, artists' materials,
scientific methods of
examination and
documentation, with sections
that present varying
approaches and methods for
treatment, including
consolidation, lining, cleaning,
retouching, and varnishing.
The book concludes with a
section featuring issues of
preventive conservation,
storage, shipping, exhibition,
lighting, safety issues, and
public outreach. Conservation
of Easel Paintings is a crucial
resource in the training of
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conservation students and will
provide generations of
practicing paintings
conservators and interested art
historians, curators, directors,
collectors, dealers, artists, and
students of art and art history
with invaluable information
and guidance.
A Critical Dictionary of
English Literature and
British and American
Authors, Living and
Deceased - Samuel Austin
Allibone 1891
A Critical Dictionary of English
Literature and British and
American Authors, Living and
Deceased, from the Earliest
Accounts to the Latter Half of
the Nineteenth Century Samuel Austin Allibone 1874
Live Art in LA - Peggy Phelan
2012
'Live Art in LA' explores the
histories and legacies of
performance art in Southern
California in the 1970s and
early 80s. Peggy Phelan
documents and critically
examines one of the most
productive periods in the

history of live art, using
archival documents, historical
resources and nearly 100
photographs.
Foul Perfection - Mike Kelley
2003-06-20
Critical writings and
commentary by the Los
Angeles based artist Mike
Kelley. The work of artist Mike
Kelley (b. 1954) embraces
performance, installation,
drawing, painting, video, and
sculpture. Drawing
distinctively on high art and
vernacular traditions, including
historical research, popular
culture, and psychology, Kelley
came to prominence in the
1980s with a series of
sculptures composed of craft
materials. His recent work
offers dialogues with
architecture and with
repressed memory syndrome,
and a sustained inquiry into his
own aesthetic and social
history. The subjects on which
Kelley has written are as varied
as his artistic media. They
include the work of fellow
artists, sound, caricature, the
uncanny, UFOlogy, and genderbending. This book offers a
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diverse collection of Kelley's
writings from the last twentyfive years. It contains major
critical texts on art, film, and
the wider culture, including his
piece on the aesthetic he calls
"urban Gothic." It also contains
essays, mostly commissioned
for exhibition catalogs and
journals, on the artists and
groups David Askevold, Öyvind
Fahlström, Douglas Huebler,
John Miller, Survival Research
Laboratories, and Paul Thek,
among others. Kelley's voices
are passionate, analytic, and
ironic, and his critical
intelligence is leavened with
touches of whimsy.
History of Universities Mordechai Feingold
2003-01-23
This annual publication
contains a mixture of learned
articles, book reviews,
conference reports and
bibliographical information
making it an indispensable
reference for the historian of
higher education.
Eyesight Alone - Caroline A.
Jones 2005
Even a decade after his death,
Clement Greenberg remains

controversial. One of the most
influential art writers of the
twentieth century, Greenberg
propelled Abstract
Expressionist painting-in
particular the monumental
work of Jackson Pollock-to a
leading position in an
international postwar art
world. On radio and in print,
Greenberg was the voice of
"the new American painting,"
and a central figure in the
postwar cultural history of the
United States. Caroline Jones's
magisterial study widens
Greenberg's fundamental tenet
of "opticality"-the idea that
modernist art is apprehended
through "eyesight alone"-to a
broader arena, examining how
the critic's emphasis on the
specular resonated with a
society increasingly invested in
positivist approaches to the
world. Greenberg's modernist
discourse, Jones argues,
developed in relation to the
rationalized procedures that
gained wide currency in the
United States at midcentury, in
fields ranging from the sensedata protocols theorized by
scientific philosophy to the
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development of cultural forms,
such as hi-fi, that targeted
specific senses, one by one.
Greenberg's attempt to isolate
and celebrate the visual was
one manifestation of a largescale segmentation-or
bureaucratization-of the body's
senses. Working through these
historical developments, Jones
brings Greenberg's theories
into contemporary
philosophical debates about
agency and subjectivity.
Eyesight Alone offers artists,
art historians, philosophers,
and all those interested in the
arts a critical history of this
generative figure, bringing his
work fully into dialogue with
the ideas that shape
contemporary critical discourse
and shedding light not only on
Clement Greenberg but also on
the contested history of
modernism itself.
Back to the Drawing Board Jennifer Quick 2022
The first book to consider the
importance of commercial art
and design for Ed Ruscha's
work Ed Ruscha (b. 1937)
emerged onto the Los Angeles
art scene with paintings that

incorporated consumer
products, such as Spam and
SunMaid raisins. In this
revelatory book, Jennifer Quick
looks at Ruscha's work through
the tools, techniques, and
habits of mind of commercial
art and design, showing how
his training and early work as a
commercial artist helped him
become an incisive
commentator on the presence
and role of design in the
modern world. The book
explores how Ruscha mobilized
commercial design techniques
of scale, paste-up layout, and
perspective as he developed his
singular artistic style.
Beginning with his formative
design education and focusing
on the first decade of his
career, Quick analyzes
previously unseen works from
the Ruscha archives alongside
his celebrated paintings,
prints, and books,
demonstrating how Ruscha's
engagement with commercial
art has been foundational to his
practice. Through this
insightful lens, Quick affirms
Ruscha as a powerful and witty
observer of the vast network of
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imagery that permeates visual
culture and offers new
perspectives on Pop and
conceptual art.
Art Subjects - Howard
Singerman 1999-03-31
"Few sites within the university
open a richer critical reflection
than that of the M.F.A., with its
complex crossing of
professionalism, theory,
humanistic knowledge, and the
absolute exposure of practice.
Howard Singerman's Art
Subjects does a magnificent job
of both laying out our current
crises, letting us see the shards
of past practices embedded in
them, and of
demonstrating—rendering
urgent and discussable—what
it now means either to assume
or award the name of the
artist."—Stephen Melville,
author of Seams, editor of
Vision and Textuality "Art
Subjects is a must read for
anyone interested in both the
education and status of the
visual artist in America. With
careful attention to detail and
nuance, Singerman presents a
compelling picture of the
peculiarly institutional myth of

the creative artist as an
untaught and unteachable
being singularly well adapted
to earn a tenure position at a
major research university. A
fascinating study, thoroughly
researched yet oddly, and
movingly, personal."—Thomas
Lawson, Dean, Art School,
CalArts
Art as Organism - Charissa N.
Terranova 2015-10-10
What if modernism had been
characterised by evolving,
interconnected and multisensory images – rather than
by the monolithic objects often
described by its artists and
theorists? In this
groundbreaking book, Charissa
Terranova unearths a forgotten
narrative of modernism, which
charts the influence that
biology, General Systems
Theory and cybernetics had on
art in the twentieth century.
From kinetic and interactive
art to early computer art and
installations spanning an entire
city, she shows that the digital
image was a rich and expansive
artistic medium of modernism.
Studies in Art Education 2001
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A Critical Dictionary of English
Literature - S. Austin Allibone
1871
The Americans-New Art - Bruce
Hainley 2001-10
The Americans -- New Art is
the first book to survey the
most recent wave of young
American contemporary artists,
including many individuals who
have only just begun to emerge
onto the international scene.
These artists belong to a
generation that has developed
an energetic & coherent
alternative to the expansive &
often brash aesthetic
dismantled by the bubble-burst
downturn of the American
economy at the end of the
1980s. Featuring a selection of
the work of 30 artists that
demonstrates the use of both
cutting-edge & traditional
media, the book includes 200
illustrations, offering a
stimulating mix of painting,
sculpture, installation,
photography, film & video. This
group, most of whom are in
their twenties or thirties, differ
significantly from their
exuberant Young British Artist

counterparts. Their work is
marked by a mood of
speculation & introspection
together with an approach to
making art that verges on the
obsessive-compulsive. The
Americans -- New Art includes
the work of cult figures such as
Fred Tomaselli & Tim
Hawkinson, as well as newer
names, such as installation
artist Ricci Albenda & sculptor
Rachel Feinstein; other artists
include Jeff Burton, Liz Craft,
Rob Pruitt, T J Wilcox, Kara
Walker, Arturo Herrera,
Jonathan Horowitz, Tony
Matelli, Evan Holloway, Tom
Friedman, John Pilson, Brian
Calvin, Paul Sietsema, Erik
Parker, Piotr Uklanski, Ellen
Gallagher, Amy Adler & Roe
Ethridge. Also includes four
essays by leading
contemporary art writers,
including Barbican Art Gallery
curator, Mark Sladen.
Published in association with
the Barbican Art Gallery,
London. Designed by Joseph
Burrin at Big Corporate Disco.
Mike Kelley - John Miller
2015-01-30
An illustrated examination of a
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1995 work by Mike Kelley that
marked a significant change in
his work. One of the most
influential artists of our time,
Mike Kelley (1954–2012)
produced a body of innovative
work mining American popular
culture as well as modernist
and postmodernist
art—relentless examinations of
subjectivity and of society that
are both sinister and ecstatic.
With a wide range of media,
Kelley's work explores themes
as varied as post-punk politics,
religious systems, social class,
and repressed memory. Using
architectural models to
represent schools he attended,
his 1995 work, Educational
Complex, presents forgotten
spaces as frames for private
trauma, real or imagined. The
work's implications are at once
miniature and massive. In this
book, John Miller offers an
illustrated examination of this
milestone work that marked a
significant change in Kelley's
practice. A “complex” can
mean an architectural
configuration, a psychological
syndrome, or a political
apparatus, and Miller

approaches Educational
Complex through
corresponding lines of inquiry,
considering the making of the
work, examining it in terms of
education and trauma (sexual
or otherwise), and
investigating how it tests the
ideological horizon of art as an
institution. Miller shows that in
Educational Complex, Kelley
expands his political and
aesthetic focus, including not
only such artifacts as generic
forms of architecture but
(inspired by the infamous
McMartin Preschool case)
popular fantasies associated
with ritual sex abuse and false
memory syndrome. Through
this archaeology of the
contemporary, Miller argues,
Kelley examines the mandate
for education and the liberal
democratic premises
underpinning it.
Art Journal - 1960
The Complete Jacob
Lawrence - Peter T. Nesbett
2000
The Art of Civilization - Didier
Maleuvre 2016-06-22
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Didier Maleuvre argues that
works of art in Western
societies from Ancient Greece
to the interconnected worlds of
the Digital Age have served to
rationalize and normalize an
engagement with bourgeois
civilization and the city.
Maleuvre details that the
history of art itself is the
history civilization, giving rise
to the particular aesthetics and
critical attitudes of respective
moments and movements in
changing civilizations in a
dialogical mode. Building a
visual cultural account of
shifting forms of culture,
power, and subjectivity,
Maleuvre illustrates how art
gave a pattern and a language
to the model of social authority
rather than simply functioning
as a reflective one. Through a
broad cultural study of the
relationship between humanity,
art, and the culture of
civilization, Maleuvre
introduces a new set of
paradigms that critique and
affirm the relationship between
humanity and art, arguing for it
as an engine of social
reproduction that transforms

how culture is inhabited.
Contemporary Bohemia: A
Case Study of an Artistic
Community in Philadelphia Geoffrey Moss 2019-05-10
This book presents an
investigation and assessment
of an artistic community that
emerged within Philadelphia’s
Fishtown and the nearby
neighborhood of Kensington.
The book starts out by
examining historical and
sociological work on bohemia,
and then provides a detailed
history of greater Philadelphia
and the Fishtown/Kensington
region. After analyzing the
ways in which
Fishtown/Kensington’s artistic
community maintains
continuity with bohemian
tradition, it demonstrates that
this community has decoupled
traditional bohemian practices
from their anti-bourgeois
foundation. The book also
demonstrates that this
community helped generate
and maintains overlapping
membership with a larger
community of hipsters. It
concludes by defining the
area's artistic community as an
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artistic bohemian lifestyle
community, and argues that
the artistic activities and
cultural practices exhibited by
the community are not unique,
and have significant
implications for urban artistic
policy, and for post-industrial
urban society.
Transatlantic Reflections on
the Practice-Based PhD in Fine
Art - Jessica Schwarzenbach
2015-08-11
Once the US was the only
country in the world to offer a
doctorate for studio artists,
however the PhD in fine art
disappeared after pressures
established the MFA as the
terminal degree for visual
artists. Subsequently, the PhD
in fine art emerged in the UK
and is now offered by
approximately 40 universities.
Today the doctorate is offered
in most English-speaking
nations, much of the EU, and
countries such as China and
Brazil. Using historical,
political, and social
frameworks, this book
investigates the evolution of
the fine art doctorate in the
UK, what the concept of a PhD

means to practicing artists
from the US, and why this
degree disappeared in the US
when it is so vigorously
embraced in the UK and other
countries. Data collected
through in-depth interviews
examine the perspectives of
professional artists in the US
who teach graduate level fine
art. These interviews disclose
conflicting attitudes toward
this advanced degree and
reveal the possibilities and
challenges of developing a
potential doctorate in studio
art in the US.
A Critical Dictionary of English
Literature, and British and
American Authors, Living and
Deceased, from the Earliest
Accounts to the Middle of the
Nineteenth Century - Samuel
Austin Allibone 1871
A Critical Dictionary of English
Literature and British and
American Authors, Living and
Deceased, from the Earliest
Account to the Latter Half of
the Nineteenth Century Samuel Austin Allibone 1881
Why Art Photography? - Lucy
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Soutter 2013
Contemporary art photography
is paradoxical. Anyone can look
at it and form an opinion about
what they see, yet it represents
critical positions that only a
small minority of well-informed
viewers can usually access.
This book provides an
introduction to the ideas
behind today's striking
photographic images.
Critical Landscapes - Kirsten
J Swenson 2015-06-02
From Francis AlØs and Ursula
Biemann to Vivan Sundaram,
Allora & Calzadilla, and the
Center for Urban Pedagogy,
some of the most compelling
artists today are engaging with
the politics of land use,
including the growth of the
global economy, climate
change, sustainability, Occupy
movements, and the
privatization of public space.
Their work pivots around a set
of evolving questions: In what
ways is land, formed over the
course of geological time, also
contemporary and formed by
the conditions of the present?
How might art contribute to
the expansion of spatial and

environmental justice? Editors
Emily Eliza Scott and Kirsten
Swenson bring together a
range of international voices
and artworks to illuminate this
critical mass of practices. One
of the first comprehensive
treatments of land use in
contemporary art, Critical
Landscapes skillfully surveys
the stakes and concerns of
recent land-based practices,
outlining the art historical
contexts, methodological
strategies, and geopolitical
phenomena. This crossdisciplinary collection is
destined to be an essential
reference not only within the
fields of art and art history, but
also across those of cultural
geography, architecture and
urban planning, environmental
history, and landscape studies.
Visual Arts in the Worshiping
Church - Lisa DeBoer
2016-12-17
Although numerous studies
have examined biblical and
theological rationales for using
the visual arts in worship, this
book by Lisa J. DeBoer fills in a
piece of the picture missing so
far — the social dimensions of
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both our churches and the
various art worlds represented
in our congregations. The first
part of the book looks at
Orthodoxy, Catholicism, and
Protestantism in turn —
including case studies of
specific congregations —
showing how each tradition’s
use of the visual arts reveals an
underlying ecclesiology.
DeBoer then focuses on six
themes that emerge when
Orthodox, Catholic, and
Protestant uses of the visual
arts are examined together —
the arts as expressions of the
church’s local and universal
character, the meanings
attributed to particular styles
of art for the church, the role
of the arts in enculturating the
gospel, and more. DeBoer’s
Visual Arts in the Worshiping
Church will focus and deepen
the thinking of pastors,
worship leaders, artists,
students, and laypeople
regarding what the arts might
do in the midst of their
congregations.
Book + Art - Dorothy Simpson
Krause 2009-06-09
Discover what happens when

you add artmaking and
bookbinding together. With
Book + Art, explore the basics
of surfaces, images and words
in order to create provocative
works of art with layers of
meaning. Whether you're
altering a pre-made book or
creating your own, here you'll
find both the instruction and
the inspiration to get it done.
In addition to learning mixedmedia techniques—such as how
to age paper, transfer images
and make your own
monoprints—you'll be given
step-by-step instruction for
numerous book structures
including: Single-fold and bifold books Simple and
extended accordions Perfect
bindings Side-sewn books
Single- and multiple-signature
books Boxes Unbound
collections Add the art of the
book and the book as art to
your own artmaking repertoire
today and start making your
own meaningful artists' books.
Foreword by Judith A.
Hoffberg, Editor and Publisher
of Umbrella.
Unnamable - Susette Min
2018-06-05
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Charting its historical
conditions and the expansive
contexts of its emergence, the
author challenges the notion of
Asian American art as a site of
reconciliation for marginalized
artists to enter into the canon.
Pressing critically on how the
politics of visibility and
recognition reduces artworks
by Asian American artists to
narrow parameters of
categorization, this work
reconceives Asian American art
not as a subset of objects, but
as a discursive medium that
sets up the conditions for a
politics to occur. By
approaching Asian American
art in this way, the author
refigures the way we see Asian
American art as an oppositional
practice, less in terms of its
aspirations to be seen than in
terms of how it models a
different way of seeing and
encountering the world.
Uniquely presented, the
chapters are organized
thematically as miniexhibitions, and offer readings
of select works by
contemporary artists including

Tehching Hsieh, Byron Kim,
Simon Leung, Mary Lum, and
Nikki S. Lee. Inspired above all
by their art practice, the author
argues for an alternative
approach to exhibition making
and methods of reading that
conceives of these works not as
"exemplary" instances of Asian
American art, but as engaged
in an aesthetic practice that
remains open-ended,
challenging the assumptions
that racialize artists within an
"Asian American" context. In
this book, the author insists
that in order to reassess Asian
American art beyond its place
in art history, she suggests the
possible need to let go not only
of established viewing and
curatorial practices, but even
the category of Asian American
art itself.
The Contemporaries - Roger
White 2015-03-03
Offers an intimate look at the
world of American
contemporary art, looking at
the schools, scenes, and artists
through the eyes of a working
artist.
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